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Abstract In this chapter the task of representing, describing, and analyzing visual informa- 
tion is discussed, in the context of image retrieval by content. initially some basic 
specifications of the problem are presented and a classification of visual features, 
in a way compatible with human visual perception, is proposed. Through thls 
discussion, it is realized that scale is an important attribute of visual content and 
a central issue in its description. Thus, a significant part of this chapter is devoted 
to the estimation and representation of primitive image content at different scales 
and a generic framework for this purpose is introduced. Finally, tlus chapter 
briefly considers  he problem of how to derive and match descriptions of the 
visual content of an image in a perceptually correct manner. 

Keywords: Image retrieval by content, visual information retrieval, scale-space, perceptual 
grouping, feature extraction, similarity matching. 

1.1 Introduction 
The large volume and variety of digital images currently acquired and used 

in different application domains has given rise to the requirement for intel- 
ligent image management and retrieval techniques. In particular, there is an 
increasing need for the development of automated image content analysis and 
description techniques in order to retrieve images efficiently from large collec- 
tions, based on their visual content. Large collections of images can be found 
in many application domains such as journalism, advertising, entertainment, 
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weather forecasting, map production, remote sensing, cotnpiiter aided design, 
architecture, vision-based robot navigation, medicine, etc. Thus. ;In important 
functionality of next generation image database and multimedia information 
systems will undoubtedly be the search and retrieval of images bascd on visual 
content. In the near future, this functionality will also be supported hy "intclli- 
gent" search engines used to access multimedia documents on the world-wide 
web. 

Before a general solution to the problem of image browsing hased on ~ i -  
sual content can be found, there are many difficulties to be overcociic. Tlicsc 
difficulties stem primarily from the following facts or observations: I) what 
constitutes image content in general is not well defined, 2) the degree of im:ige 
similarity or dissimilarity is often context and goal dependent, 3) the types of 
images used and the requirements for content-based retrieval of such iniagcs 
are different for different application domains, and 4) mechariislns for selecting 
the image features to be used in content description and matching techniques 
are not well understood. Specifically, depending on the user's goal associared 
with a specific similarity search, a query by image content may be conslrrtcted 
based on either abstract or specialized image features. Image features used may 
also be global or local. The features used affect the precision of the respon.;c 
to a query by image content and the cardinality of the returned set of similar 
images. Precision and cardinality are also dependent on whether queries. using 
spatial and visual feature predicates, are exact or approximate. Exact queries 
require that a specific set of content descriptive criteria are necessarily satis- 
fied, while approximate queries typically retrieve image witli respect to their 
similarity with one or more visual examples. 

The image type and context of use often determine those regions of interest 
and features that are characteristic of image content. The same visual sfirnrtli 
may have different interpretations when observed in different contexts or by 
different observers. Furthermore, there is a semantic gap between the pictorial 
properties of an image and its linguistic interpretation. Thus, given tl~ese dif- 
ficulties, the efficient, objective, and qualitative description or image content 
for the purpose of image similarity search is a complex task. A f~mdamen- 
tal component of image content is structure, which resides at different scales 
between the scale defined by the sampling interval (pixel size) and the one cor- 
responding to the size of the image itself. Therefore, in order to focus atlcnlion 
at structures of different sizes, it is important to have the ability to sclcct the 
appropriate scale. If the size of a particular structure is laiown, the prohlcrn 
of estimating properties of this structure is simpler to solve. In general, scale 
selection is applicable to almost all image processing, feature detection. and 
image description tasks. Since scale selection appears to be an important fac- 
tor in image content analysis and description, a significant part of tliis clinpler 

is devoted to the estitiiation and representation of primitive image content at 
clin'erent scales. 

111 ciescril,ing the visual content of images and using such descriptions to 
retrieve similar images, the use of primitive image features may not be suffi- 
cient. One may also need to rely on more complex features obtained through 
perceptual grouping of pritnitive ones. In fact, a better understanding of hutnan 
visual perception will nndor~htedly contribute to the development of biologically 
relevant itnage contrnt descriptions and more efficient mechanisms of image 
retrieval llascd 011 visual si~iiilarity. It1 tliis context, it is particularly important 
to define image si~iiilarity metrics, which correspond to known mechanisms of 
human victtal perception. In tliis chapter, we also examine the role of human 
visual perception. ant1 perceptual grouping in particular, in deriving descrip- 
tions of image content at a higher level than that afforded by primitive stn~cture 
alone. Fio;~lly. this chapter briefly considers the problem of how to derive de- 

1 scriptions of the ~ i s t ~ a l  content of an image, which preserve information about 
its primitive, glohal. and perceptual features, while permitting salient regions 

I within tlie image ant1 selected features of such regions to carry an additional 
weight in iinage comparisons. 

I 1.2 PI-oblem Definition 

The task of image retrieval by content may be subject to a number of require- 
ments witli regard to query types supported, retrieval precision, and the number 

I of images retrieved. In all cases, one must first analyze and describe the visual 
content of the qrlcry image and match it to similar descriptions of images in a 
database. Before the central problem of image content analysis and description 
is addressed. a number of related problems and constraints are discussed below: 

Irlin,qe segrireritotiolt. Segmenting an image into parts that are meaningful 
with respect to a particalar application is critical in image understand- 
ing. However, segmenting an image into regions that correspond to dis- 
tinct physical objects, using solely two-dimensional visual information 
is difficult or inipossible to achieve. This is due primarily to the lack of 
three-dime~~siorial models for every possible identifiable pllysical object 
and missing information regarding image acquisition parameters. 

Motioil o i ~ d  stereo iisioii are sources of rich visual information. Visual 
cues provided by motion and stereo facilitate the extension of object 
boundaries, as \veil as tlie estimation of scene structure. On a semantic 
level. certain types of motion may constitute intense attractors, dominat- 
ing an observer's attention. In static images there is no such visual cue. 
Similarly, stereoptic images can be used to estimate scene structure, thus 
contributing to the identification of distinct physical objects and scene 
understaoding. This information is not available, in single images. 
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Lighting. Knowledge of scene lighting plays an important r o l ~  in tlie 
correct estimation of an object's reflectance spectrum. Hurnan pe~ception 
normalizes perceived spectra with respect to global scenc i l Inmination, 
a phenomenon known as "color constancy". However, in thc general 
case of image acquisition, the scene illumination is neither known nor 
homogeneous. Specialized cases of color normalization, given certain 
assumptions about lighting conditions and I or an object's reflectance 
spectrum, exhibit interesting results, but the full reconstruction of an 
object's reflectance spectrum from a 3 band RGH image, is r~ol ttivial. 

Object recogrzition. The ability to identify specific objects i n  images 
would support the tetrieval of semantically similar images. Tm:~ges con- 
taining the same or "similar" objects, or even a contextrrally relevant 
object, may be considered as semantically related. Furthermore. object 
semantics may vary depending on the image observation goal and con- 
text, as well as the expectation of finding a particular object in a certain 
visual scene. For example, a tree trunk, which has bee11 cut and is lying 
on the ground, may be characterized as a chair when taking a wallc in the 
forest, while it could not be matched with any chair, stool or sofa model 
[I]. 

Context. As already mentioned, the context of a query by image content 
and the type of images used have a strong effect on how the content of 
these images is described and compared. Contextual information and 
knowledge of the world are essential in deriving an appropriate image 
representation and may influence the role and significance of specific oh- 
jects in such interpretations. Furthermore, the target class of i~ii:~pes in a 
search and retrieval by visual content exercise may play an important role 
in determining which preprocessing methods are to he used for fenlure 
extraction. 

Tin~e. Biological visual systems employ several physiological adaptation 
behaviors through time, such as lightness or chromalic adaptation 121, as 
well as motion adaptation [3]. Furthermore, given enough ohservat ion 
time, certain image features or details may be emphasized in tlie viewer's 
perception, depending on his 1 hers cognitive background and goal of 
observation. In this study a contextually uncommitted analysis of visual 
content is attempted, taking only into account only the early stages of 

T 
v~sual perception. 

I Fccr1htrc.k. I~iiagc feature extraction in biological vision systems may 
be adjuslecl depending on viewpoint, lighting conditions, query target, 
learning, adaptation and other factors. Feedback connections exist in the 
visual cortcu. however their functionality has not yet been clearly under- 
stood. Ccr(ai11 image preprocessing methodologies may use feedback to 
impro\re feature extraction, but a generic framework for this is yet to be 

In this chapter, a phenomenological thesis is adopted concerning the descrip- 
tion of primitive image content and the evaluation of generic visual similarity. 
11 is argued that visrral content, once objectively represented, could also be 
appropriately interpreted. with respect to the context of use. However, most 
prominent of all problems mentioned above seems to be the quantification of 
qualitative visual attrihutes, such as image feature impression or the holistic 
perception O F  a scctic. 

1.3 Klilage Content Representation 
Image features. including fonn and color or intensity distributions, as well 

as their spatial organization, compose primitive image content. However, some 
visual featu~es reside in the perceptual domain, often defined by specific types 
of p~ i~nitive feature arrangements. Some of these features may be detected 
by applying petceptual grouping rules [4] and are of strong descriptive power 
regarding (he viwal perception of a scene. Also, specific feature distributions 
may indicate regions of special interest in an image, such as regions attracting 
our prenttcntive attention. thus constituting qualitative information about image 
content 'The scale at which features are observed is a central issue in image 
description 111 this section, the importance of size in all cases of feature extrac- 
tion is considered and some tools for dealing with feature scale are introduced. 
Methods for tlie estimation and classification of visual image features are also 
presented and discussed. In certain cases, an analogy is drawn between the 
applied ~iiethocls and corresponding human visual perception mechanisms. 

After a ht icf discussion of global image features and tlieir role in image 
content description. this section emphasizes the estimation of primitive image 
features at selected scales and the representation of primitive feature distribu- 
tions. Additional topics presented in this section are the perceptual grouping 
of primitive featr~res into more complex ones and the role of regions of interest 
in images as atlractors of attention in image retrieval by content. 

1.3.1 Glohal features 
A global st~tistical description of image features has been widely used in 

image a~lalysis for inlage description, indexing, and retrieval. Such global 
feature descriptors include the image's color histogram, edge statistical infor- 
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Figure I .1  An original image (left) analyzed for edges at a line (middlc) and a coarsc scalc 
(right). 

mation, wavelet or Fourier decomposition statistics etc.. Altliougli these global 
attributes may be computed efficiently and often do succeed in capturing partial 
information about image content, they donot capture information about internal 
structure and cannot make use of any prior knowledge about a user's notion of 
image similarity based on specific interest in certain aspects of image content. 

Despite the small discriminating power of such descriptors and the ktct tli:~t 
they do not capture the spatial distribution of image features, their importance 
cannot be underestimated. Context based heuristics may be also used i.e. the 
detection of images containing man made structures may be achieved by search- 
ing for ones that are rich in straight line segments. In general. glohal image 
descriptors may offer important hints about overall visual appearance or an im- 
age, the image type, and certain possibly characteristic image properties. Ilsing 
this information, images may be classified into categories, thus restricting the 
search space of image queries. Furthermore, knowledge of the image typc often 
permits the selection of more suitable content analysis methods. 

1.3.2 Primitive Features 
Primitive features, such as edges, comers, blobs etc, model specific typcs of 

pixel distributions and constitute the "building blocks" of image colitcnt. They 
are higldy correlated with the scale of observation and it is expected that their 
classification with respect to scale will contribute to the refinement of visual 
query formulation. As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, different aspects of visual content 
are observed as scale increases. Therefore, a full description of image contelit 
cannot be obtained by considering a single scale. 

Observing the image input signal at all scales [5], using gradually coarser 
sampling, reveals the image content at each scale. Features at each scalc can 
be detected by applying the appropriate operator at these scales. 'The operator 
response indicates the intensity (or probability) of feature presence at each pixel 

Figr~rc 1.2 An image (left) and (he plot of the blob scale selector response for the image 
point corresponcling lo Ihc ccnlral dot. The three rightmost images present the image scales 
corresponding to Lllc I.csponse function modes. 

and with its use, featnre points at each scale may be extracted. It may be scale 
normalizetl as in Eq. (1.1). where T = logt is the logarithmic scale parame- 
ter. 5? the pixel coordinates, F(2,  T )  the feature operator and 11 is any strictly 
increasing function. chosen according to the nature of the feature detector. 

1 
h ( tF(2 ,r ) )  1"" Ir(tF(7, r ) )  dr 

In the example sho\vn in Fig. 1.1, the feature detectors used, were the squared 
norm of the image gradient for edge detection, and the Harris [6] operator 
for corner detection. The example shown in Fig. 1.2, illustrates the response 
of the scale normali7etl Laplacian blob detector (F(2,r)  = I &L(z, 7 )  + 
GL(~ ' ,T )~ .  \\!liere G is the image scale-space), over all scales for the central 
point of an image. where tlie horizontal axis maps the logarithmic scale param- 
eter T .  Tlie hotto~n tow pr-esents tlie image scales corresponding to each of the 
detector's rcspnnqe modes. In general, the scale-normalized feature operator 
response reveals pcaks. where tlie feature presence is most intense. Often more 
than one peak cxists in a pixel's response over scale. 

The intrinsic importance of scale in visual perception is observed in primate 
visual systems, where the sampled signal is passed as input to M and P retinal 
ganglion cells. tlii~t respond to spatial and temporal illumination change [7j. 
Different spatial "samplings" of ganglion cells are separately projected to the 
Lateral Genicolate Nucleus (LGN), and terminate in different regions of the 
visual cortex 181. Coarse sa~nplcs provided by the M ganglion cells project to 
magno cells in LGN, ~vliicli are color-blind, high-contrast sensitive and with a 
fast neural response. In contrast, fine samples projected from P cells to parvo 
cells in LGN ale color and low contrast sensitive, but have a slower response. 
Fig. 1.3 illustratc~ tlie described circuitry, representing M and P ganglion cells 
using black and white circles respectively. It is argued that the multiscale feature 
representation described in this section, is analogous to the primitive content 
represent:ition ohserved in LGN. 
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LON 
Primary Visltnl Correu 

F i r  1 4  An image (lelt) and the SSR for edges (middle) and blobs (right). 

Figure 1.3 Physiology of visual receptors In LGN and the Primary Visual ColIcu 

For each image point, the modes of the feature operator response may lie 
represented in scale space, indicating the scales that the feature presence is tnost 
intense. Selecting the scale function's mode is a way to select the feature's scale 
[9], however it is argued that neighboring scales are equal1 y useful, concerning 
the stability and smoothness of the result. Existing scale selection algorithms 
employ tracking of features in this three dimensional space in older to select 
a single feature scale, but in a computationally expensive fashion. 1,inearly 
summarizing visual content over neighboring scales [lo] yields a more stahle 
result and reduces the dimension of tlie scale-space to be searched. 'I he Scale 
Summary Representation (SSR) is defined as a weighted sum. 

where I is the original image, L is the image scale-space, and 111 the proba- 
bility of feature presence. The summarization of feature content. restricted to 
a neighborhood of scales, may be achieved with the introduction of Scale Fo- 
cusing (SF), achieved by multiplying the scale selector function at each pixel 
with a Gaussian function given by wL,,(Z, T )  = ( l / ( J m ) )  ex*,(-((7 - 
m(Z))9(4s(Z)))  where m is the scale of interest, and s the width of the scale 
neighborhood. Images in Fig. 1.1 were actually generated by scale I'ocusing 
visual content over neighborhoods of fine and coarse scale. Fig. 1.4 illustrates 
tlie SSR response, for blobs and edges over all scales of an image. 

Adjusting the scale of observation and image analysis with respect to local 
structure is important in morphologic image content description. since attention 

may b r  accrt~alely drawn to structures of different sizes. Locally adaptive 
image p~ocessing ~nethodologies are often employed in order to cope with 
the conlinuu~ii of different scales of image slructure. For example, adaptive 
iniage stnoothi~~g may be used as an image description preprocessing tool before 
image tnorpllologic segmentation, since it simplifies the signal by reducing its 
variance. The inst:tbility of explicit scale selection is demonstrated in Fig. 1.5, 
where intage smontl~ing is carried out by locally applying a smoothing kernel 
that fits local image structui~c. Tlie size of the kernel, for each pixel, is estimated 
by using tlle Laplacian as the fcature detector 3 in Eq. (1.1) and selecting the 
first mode of the response. In the second case, neighboring scales are combined 
using SF, teducing the cffect of signal discretization and yielding a smoother 
estimation of scale. Tlie last image demonstrates S F  at the dominant mode of 
the feature response over scale. In this case, the Gaussian is centered at the 
iiiaximutn of the scale selector function. 

Sumtna~izing visr~al content over spatial and scale neighborhoods may very 
well be closer to Iiunian perception, iT one considers the analog nature of sig- 
nal propagation through neurons. Neuropl~ysiological evidence shows that the 
visual signal is subject to hot11 temporal and spatial smoothing [ll]. Spatial 
averaging of infortnation is performed by horizontal retinal cells, which s u m  

F i e  I .  Applica(ioo of SF i l l  image smoolhing. From lect to right: Original image, explicit 
scale selection. first 111ode SE and dominant mode SE 
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Figurr 1.6 The first pair of images shows an image and the magnitude of scale s~~tnninrized 
distributions (riplil1. 
RRIIIP I .  7 ClusIct-ilia 01'sc:lle summarized local histograms for orientation (left) and intensity 

(with respect to image gradient) histogram gradient Ibr the orientalion feature. l'lic sccond pair 
displays a reddish flower over a green background and the corresponding magnitt~de ril'tl~c color 
histogram gradient. 

bution dissimilarity metrics [IS], may be used as the distance function in the 
discrimination arid cotnparison of individual feature distributions (Fig. 1.6 il- 

marize neighboring receptor's outputs, giving emphasis to samples syrlapsetl lostrates two sucll examples). Dimensionality of the described feature analysis 
near their center. The non-exact regularity of the receptor grid implies mix- ri~ay he I-cduced into a single histogram image, using scale focusing or summa- 
ing of neighboring scales information and supports the compatibility of' scale rization, :~nd clustering of local histograms can discriminate regions of coherent 
neighborhood summarization with human perception. At a Iligher level, dif- feature distributions. regardless of scale. In the next example (see Fig. 1.7) the 
ferent spatial frequency responses are to be linearly (due to the computational original images have hecn clustered with respect to intensity and orientation dis- 
nature of neurons) combined towards a single image perception. Focusing on trihutions. alter. computing the histogram SSR for all image scales. As observed 
certain scales for feature extraction is analogous to the attentional activation of in the images, the scale of feature observation varies. Clustering was carried 
winner-take-all neural networks [12]. out using K-me:uis clustering algorithm, without taking spatial layout into ac- 

The classification of primitive features with respect to scale plays an impor- count. The spatial arrangement of distributions, may be taken into account by 
tant role in visual perception. Furthermore, abstract scene features encountered associatirig local distributions to graph nodes and segmenting that graph [16], 
at coarse scales may be exploited by image database queries in order to opti- however using vast computational effort. Other distribution descriptors, such 
mize retrieval time. Images that are dissimilar on a coarse level cannot exhibit as the mean value. variance or entropy, may be used in combination, for the dis- 
generic visual similarity. The spatial layout of image features is also part of crimination of different or salient feature distributions types, as well. Fig. 1.8 
image content and may be adequately described through topological graphs. shows an image and the entropy of local orientation histograms in contrast with 

1.3.3 Primitive Feature Distributions 
Image content resides in other types of pixel distributions as well, rathcr than 

edges, comers, blobs etc. The statistical description of pixel intensities over 
space, referred to as texture, has been thoroughly studied in literatnre (see [13] 
for an overview). Such distributions may not only be characterized by pixel 
intensities, but also color, local orientation, periodicity etc., and also scale of 
observation. A generalized representation of such content may be generated 
by computing the local histogram h,(Z) of the feature distribution at different 
scales. By varying the sampling area size, a scale space of sucli itnages is 
defined as H(Z,  7) [14]. 

Through the combination of distribution descriptors and attributes. the dis- 
similarity of visual feature patterns over $region may be quantified. I‘he his- i r e  8 AII image (left) and the orienlation distribution visualizations using entropy (middle) 
tograms' gradient magnitude (ldhl = ( a h / a ~ ) ~  + (ah7/a1/)2) or other distri- and scale sumlnarizcd gradient (right). 
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Figtire 1.9 Cases of perceptual grouping. 

I Fi,qtrrc. 1.10 Cascs cif pe~.ceplual form definition, through illusionary contours. 
the image gradient, summarized over all scales for both images. Notice that i n  
the entropy image, regions of high informational organization stand onl. 

segments. as Fig. 1.10 illustrates. The entity's boundary is commonly used 

1.3.4 Perceptual Features to represent visrral form and is many times an important visual cue (see [22] 
for an overview of sli:ipe representation and matching). Naturally, scale is an 

Observation of an image typically results in the perception of whole con- ixnportant component of visual fonn and characterizes all features of an object's 
nected objects (or visual entities), consisting of simpler parts, which shows that boundary (such as curves, corners, or straight segments). 
the spatial layout of features is an important component of image content. 'I'he Psychological and physiological observations concerning the nature of the 
human visual system dynamically organizes specific primitive feature arrange- perceptual representation of form indicate that shape regions of high curvature 
ments, into perceptual entities of significant contextual importance in the visual as well as edge endings are of noticeable significance in visual perception [23] 
impression of an image. Shape, an important visual cue, is often defined by 1241. Except from curvature. the scale of such regions also characterizes their 
the grouping of individual primitive features. Rules that describe such visi~al impact in visual perception of form. In analogy with the methodology pro- 
behaviors originate from Gestalt psychology 1171, while novel ones have been poscd in Sec. 1.3.2 the curvature feature may be studied in a scale space of the 
recently formulated by vision scientists [18][19]. The embodiment of percep- contour. The sum of scale-normalized curvature over scale, is introduced as 
tual grouping rules in the techniques of machine vision is expected to yield a a cluantification of a region's contribution in form definition. Apart from psy- 
more descriptive representation of visual content and, consequently. intr~itively chophysical reasons. regions responding with a high value to this summation 
more precise responses to image queries by visual content. are computationally more stable to noise, and thus suitable for form descrip- 

Rules of perceptual organization are based on symmetry, parallelism. colline;u.- lion and matching 1.251. Fig. 1.11 illustrates the scale-normalized curvature 
ity, proximity, closure, connectivity, contour continuity. color or size simil:uity response over scale for three shape regions: one of very high spatial frequency 
and other. Fig. 1.9 shows the perceptual grouping of different primitive Tea- (observed as noise rather than stnicture and at coordinates 220, 140 of the left 
tures. Physiological evidence that supports the process of feature aggregation figure), one of a medium scale but sharp peak (at 330,70) and one of a large 
into perceptual entities may be found in cases of brain disease [20]. Ways of scale mild crlrve (at 250.270). The right figure plots the scale normalized cur- 
measuring the significance of feature groupings are discussed at length in 1211. vature for these three image points over scale, where the horizontal axis maps 
from both the computational and psychophysical points of view. Howevcr, a the logarittimic scale parameter and the vertical one the curvature response. 
serious drawback of perceptual grouping theory is the lack of a general purpose The noise dent corresponds to weakest response, the sharp curve to the one that 
scheme, for integrating several potential factors into an overall outconie. vl'liis takes the maximum value among the three. The large scale curve corresponds 
fact points to the need for different information source integration. to the longest surviving in scale response. 

Most often, perceptual grouping of features composites the for111 of visual Finally, a quite sub,jective image feature, with respect to the goal of image 
entities. In everyday practice and without effort, features are assembled into sig- observation, is the existence of face-like structures. Although that in many 
nificantly important visual entities, despite occlusion or clattered backgmnnd. applications the feature is of no use, it may be an attention-attracting feature, 
Visual form may originate by perceptual features as well, rather than jr~st edge closely related to image content, in others. The significance of the feature is 
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of Euclidean distance among features seems not suitable enough [29]. Other 
types of distances are proposed to more adequately represent human pelception 
of visual similarity, while a dissimilarity component, that is not complc~nen- 
tary to the similarity one, among features should be also taken into acco111it 
[30]. In addition, similarity assessment is not always reflexive, tncening thal 
which feature is the prototype and which one is the test subject is important in 
their comparison [31]. Concerning overall image similarity assessment. tnany 
systems adopt the weighted summation of different criteria. Althongh this is 

'I e that certainly an aspect of similarity perception, cognitive sciences indic* t 
there are more factors to this function. A review of several studies discussing 
ways of comparing multidimensional visual data sets, can be found at 1321, 
indicating that similarity impression may not be quantitative, but ordinal. 

The interaction and merging of different similarity modules can be studied 
through autonomous agent modeling of different similarity behaviors, casting 
their votes regarding the similarity two images. Each agent's vote is bascd 
on its specialized knowledge of image content and some similarity assessment 
method. Depending on image content and comparison task, diffrrent hellav- 
iors should be activated. An experimental platform featuring voting procedores 
using a variety of voting systems, was implemented for tlie study of such he- 
haviors. 

The use of a voting infrastructure may be used in the evaluation of different 
content similarity evaluation strategies, exploiting the dynamic formulation of 
the set of voters and thus yielding a system where a variety of experiments may 
take place, without technical effort. Also, the capability of dynamically t1111ing 
the similarity assessment method of a visual information system is found useful 
in applications where context is not specified and a variety of content m;~(cliit~g 
behaviors are required (e.g. image search engines, robotics and other). 

1.5 Discussion 
Through this chapter ways of describing and analyzing image content were 

discussed. In this effort various aspects of visual content were taken into account 
and specific emphasis was given to tlie scale component of visual features. The 
understanding of visual perception is speculated to contribute to the appreciation 
of the results of image retrieval by content applications, by rafini~~g queries in a 
qualitative way. Clearly, many issues related with the design of content-based 
image browsing applications, remain onspecified, such as the subjectivity of the 
result dffe to variations in estimation of similarity among individuals. different 
retrieval goals, and lack of knowledge concerning the contribution of features 
in overall visual impression. Current trends in image database research propose 
the employment of user interaction in query formulation for tlie specilication 
of such parameters, through visual languages [331. 
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11 is argued that tlie specification of visual perception's fundamental compo- 
nents, i f  obtained. can he specialized, in order to serve image retrieval appli- 
cations. In particular. tlie set of descriptiona1 and matching processes may be 
directed towards specific iniage types or features and also enhanced with spe- 
cific rules given image context and retrieval goal. In addition, the obtainment of 
more qualitative results may also be supported by the use of machine learning 
methods, allowing a system to satisfy individual user preferences, given feed- 
back on similarity criteria and voting systems' effectiveness and suitability. 

Conclnding, tlie methodologies discussed in this study could be incorporated 
in the genetic f eld of ninltirnedia management and browsing. Visual content 
cues may be fused with other information sources such as text, video, and audio 
for the retrieval of multiniedia documents. 
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